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Pictured in the middle is our deluxe two piece F3 fairing, which was originally designed for HRC.
Yes, that HRC. Below that you see our Smokin Joe's racing kit, as used by the indomitable
Miguel Duhamel, who won the five AMA Supersport championships with it in the nineties. Both
the HRC and Smokin Joe assemblies split horizontally around the cylinders for easy access to
the bike's innards. The front radiator shroud and hatch doors have been molded in for a clean
flowing look. The two seats shown on the left are our 96' edition F3 race seats. The bottom seat
is our supersport style and works with the stock F2 or F3 pre-'97 upholstery. If it is good
enough for that Miguel guy to use, you know it's a premium item. The other seat is a little
something we grafted off of the RC 45 to create an awesome look for the F2 and F3. This
particular unit has the seat pan section filled in and is designed to be used with our molded
closed cell foam seat pads. This is the best stuff on the market and it is available to you. You
lucky dog! The fairing splits around the cylinders for easy access and has only one parting
seam, so it is also a bitchin' fairing for an ultra clean custom street bike. This lower is open at
the bottom, like stock lowers, and does not have oil containment. This lower has been filled in
for oil containment, as required by most racing organizations. Simply drill the mounting holes
and attach it to your bike. When you take it off and paint it no one will ever know the difference!
This is identical in exterior shape and appearance. Fabrication of mounting tabs will be needed
to mount this panel onto your bike. Simply drill the mounting holes, paint, and attach it onto
your motorcycle. There is a simple installation with Velcro. We've taken the right and left seat
sides, the tail light area, and the solo seat cowl and molded them into a one-piece race tail.
Simply slide your long upholstery inside this fiberglass panel and it hides the passenger part of
the seat. Then take the seat assembly and slide that down your chassis, attach the mounts. Give
your street bike a custom race look with this supersport race tail. Get yours today! A lot of
professional racers like this super bike style seat because they can feel the rear suspension and
rear tire better, they also feel that the stock upholstery dampens the effect and that they can get

better handling out of there chassis with this style of tail section. This seat works with closed
cell race foam, available through us. This seat has a much lower profile and will make your rear
end look smaller. Give your street bike a custom race look with this superbike race tail. Simply
hack out all of that stock black, plastic crap that sticks below your body panels and mount our
lightweight fiberglass piece underneath there. Custom paint or color-match the rest of your
bodywork for a cool street look. One thing that you may notice is that our under tail has a
license plate bracket already molded into it so there are no ugly brackets needed to mount your
license plate on it. This is a cool piece! Simply drill the mounting holes, paint, and attach it onto
your CBR F3. This fiberglass tank is considerably lighter than the stock tank. It shaves some
weight off of the top and will make your bike easier to flick from side to side, so it's a primo way
to improve the handling on your Honda CBR F3. Please note! This gas tank is not recommended
for street use, this is a fiberglass gas tank that will not dent! It is possible that the gas tank will
rupture and spill fuel possibly catching your motorcycle on fire if you happen to crash on the
street. This lightweight racing gas tank is recommended for racing purposes only! Nuff said
Now you have a chance to put this piece of racing history on your CBR F3. The Smokin' Joe's
two piece fairing assembly consists of a street legal main upper with a single round headlight
hole for that European endurance look. The lower fairing is the same as most pros use,
complete with oil containment pan as most race organizations require. The supersport tail uses
the stock upholstery and the kit is completed by a front fender. Click here for more info. The kit
contains main upper fairing, the lower belly pan, the front fender, tail section, and a removable
solo seat cowl. This body kit bolts up to your CBR using all your stock Honda brackets and
hardware. Please note that the Honda front main bracket bends like butter so we strongly
recommend replacing your bracket with a new Honda piece. CBR F3 ' We sell an unfinished
unpainted product, it is your responsibility to sand, finish, and paint the parts you buy from us.
The parts we sell are un-drilled; it is your responsibility to drill all of the mounting holes and fit
the parts onto your chassis. All of our parts may or may not include the internal mounting tabs.
Please consult with our sales representative if you have any questions about mounting things
like headlights and dashes. If you need assistance mounting these products call our sales reps
for advise. Looking for some Honda CBR fairings? A CB cafe seat? Some RC 30 fairings? Take
a look at our extensive collection. Airtech carries a full selection of street and track fairings for
most bikes! All Prices are listed at the bottom of the page. MFP5 If you are the person with the
highest standards on the block, put this on your superbike seat.. These aerospace urethane
medium density pads are the ultimate for appearance, durability, and comfort. They can either
be glued on with weatherstrip adhesive or attached with velcro. Price Please note! Click here for
more info Price. Please note these very important items! Engine Weight Always has done. Over ,
sold worldwide and six out of seven years as the UK's top the ZZ-R pipped it, just, in ' Inevitable
really. It's always been the best. Blown away by the new one. The virtually unchanged styling is
almost everything's new. Ten per cent misleading, a con, shame too. Far too better, new. The
engine that before modest. Basic frame and layout aside, was all-round fast but a little peaky
and bland now has ram-air charge and more usable rpm to play with at either end of the scale.
Before it was ,rpm and a pretty much run of the mill mill. Now it's five to off-the-dial and wild.
The new CBR is easy, flexible for a and mph fast. And it's got the exhilarating ram-air induction
howl of a ZXR too. It's more, much more than your wildest dreams. This is biking to fit your
mood. Either bimbling between four and eight thou, lazy short shifts and handy off-the throttle
bounce where the old could bog. Or, at the other extreme, howling-mad blast where the revs
just climb and climb and climb, driving forward into the red as if nothing can stop it. At the end
of the day you could tell the old CBR was a by the way it tailed off above This new CBR, at the
top, flies like a Oddly, it feels the same. The same intrinsic balance and togetherness. The same
instant 'rightness when you slot on board. As it should. This new CBR is essentially the same
machine. It has the same all-rounder-with-attitude riding position; its basic dimensions are
unchanged. It's just that its abilities, from town to track, from friendly to fast are all ten per cent
better. And in this class ten per cent is huge. Ten per cent friendlier? There's more. A neat,
faired-in, colour-matched seat hump is also going to be available for the first time as an extra
Honda UK, as yet, doesn't know how much , the top of the fork sliders wear new stone chip
guards to protect the stanchions and like all previous CBRs the new bike also has a mainstand,
decent mirrors and a grab rail. The fairing, though mimicking the old is new too: a touch
slimmer and more aerodynamic, decent protection and quieter. Honda has cast a nod at racer
needs by switching to stem-mounted rather than fairing-mounted front indicators easier to
remove. And it's also the main reason the new bike has a new, five-inch rear rim â€” so it can
run wider tyres in which there are more racing fitments. It'll make an amazing SS race bike. It's
the engine, mostly, that's having racers clamour at Honda's door. But the brakes and
suspension have been significantly improved too. New, bigger, semi-floaters give much more

bite and power. One finger, bags of feel, buried front-ends. The suspension -same forks with a
new rebound adjuster; same rear shock but with a new linkage giving a broader rising rate â€”
is road supple but track secure. The shock, pushed hard on stock settings could bottor out, but
in the real world, not a problem. It's a cleverly-designed two-stage system that works over all
speeds rather than just very big ones. Solenoid-triggered valves re-balance air flow between
vacuum ducts and float chambers above 20kph to equalize internal air pressure and maintain
optimal fuel flow. On paper it looks pretty complicated. Forget all that, it just works. Other
changes are aimed primarily at improving midrange and throttle response: new pistons and
reshaped combustion chambers boost compression from New tapered-edge piston rings
reduce friction; lighter rods and crank pins reduce internal inertia. Carbs are now 36mm
flat-slide CVs up from 34s and the new pipe gets inked headers to balance exhaust pulses and a
huge six-litre can because of tightening Euro noise regs. Thanks to the induction roar, however,
it sounds raucously splendid. Cooling efficiency is boosted by a new curved ally rad, cc larger
sump capacity and a bigger liquid-cooled oil-cooler. The gearchange gets a totally revised
linkage for smoothness plus a modified selector drum, revised drum stopper, stronger return
springs and new, more evenly-spaced gear ratios to exploit the broader spread of power. Very
fast too. Well, at least as much as the new road Michelin's would allow. Equipment levels have
also been improved. The basic frame is unchanged but gets a new, stronger swing-arm spindle
and fork yokes. New five-inch rear rim allows wider sec-tion tyre and bigger choice of sports or
racing rubber. This time, albeit with Kawasaki's eagerly-anticipated ZX-6R just around the
corner, it's absolutely right. On a perfect day: mph, Paris and back and pure motorcycling
pleasure. Calipers are unchanged but front mm discs swapped for new semi-floating mm dinner
plates. As it's now submerged. Rear suspension retains. You can choose between red, white
and blue; black red and yellow or red, black and yellow. But all of them are pure gold.
Equipment largely unchanged but fairing is totally remodelled, there's a new console and
headlight, revised g
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ear linkage and larger fuel tank. Although weight has been shaved in many areas headlight,
engine etc gains in other areas silencer, brakes, wheels leave overall dry weight unchanged at
kg. Home Manufacturer Contact. Honda CBR F3. Make Model. Engine Weight. Bore x Stroke.
Cooling System. Liquid cooled. Compression Ratio. Forced pressure, trochoid oil pump Oil
pressure at 80 C: 71 psi 5. Dual-Stage Ram Air system with paper-element air filte.
Transistorized electronic with 3D mapping. Triple-phase alternator with battery;. Max Power.
Max Power Rear Tyre. Max Torque. Multi-plate wet, cable operated. Close-ratio 6 speed. Final
Drive. Chain, O-ring-sealed; links. Primary Reduction. Gear Ratio. Steel twin-spar diamond,
Engine stressed member. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Rectangular
swingarm. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Front Wheel. Rear Wheels. Front Tyre.
Rear Tyre. Seat Height. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Ground Clearance. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed.

